MATCH REPORT
Date of Match:

Sport and Opponents:

Team:

Wednesday 21st June

U10 A Oratory Tournament

U10 A

Result:

Coached by:

Beat Caldicott and Summerfields

Mr M SMITH

Lost to The Dragon and The Oratory Prep
This is always a brilliant day for the boys and this year was even more special because we actually won
two matches!! Having lost every match over the previous three years it was always going to be a very
tough opening match against the Dragon School and sadly we probably conceded 20 odd too many runs
from some short and inaccurate bowling. The team made a good attempt at reaching the target but we
fell short by 22 runs.
The second match was against Caldicott and despite some good tight bowling in the opening few overs
we conceded far too many runs, including 17 in the last over. Chasing 87 for victory we started very
positively with Agar, Saunders and Isbell batting well and taking us almost to the desired total. With the
score on 76 after 6 overs bowled I felt pretty relaxed that we could record our first ever win. The next
two overs accumulated just 6 runs and thankfully in the ninth over we managed to get the final few
valuable runs for a VICTORY!!!!!
The next match was against Summerfields School and we won again! We restricted them to 86 runs again
and felt that with the small boundary we had a decent chance of winning. Another impressive start from
Hamish, James and Elliott provided the platform for Alfie and Joshua to score the winning runs in the
final over to claim another historic victory.
The 3rd vs 4th place play off vs Oratory Prep was probably a match to many as we looked slightly tired in
the field. OPS scored a massive 110 runs and despite some good hitting we were quite a long way short.
Well done to all of the boys for their excellent effort and application and to the parents for their support.
Boys involved:
Alfie Agar, Elliott Saunders, James Isbell, James Coe, Jaime Llamazares, Jamie Chaplin, Charlie Carter
Joshua Oliver-Willwong, Caspar Kieran, Hamish Walker, Owen Wilkinson, Ben Barnard

